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industry,
why can't I get more rooms sold?"
This is the question of the moment.
Each month high occupancies are
reported in all regions of the United
States, in all hotel segments. Now is
the time to maximize your occupancy
by filJing these vacant rooms without
spending additional money.

Is the front desk uncluttered, with
only the hotel logo or an appropri:ne
picture on the back wall of the desk?
Only four signs should be posted,
and all tastefully done.

The lobby should be an inviting
atmosphere. Remember, this is where
you welcome guests into your hate!.
Use sofas, easy chairs, and table
lamps (,,'arm white fluorescent light
bulbs instead of cool white for a
softer glow).

1. Ownership

License Agreement.

2. Manager on Duty.
3. Checkout

time.

4. Credit cards accepted.

Target Marketing, Yield Management,
and Use of Franchise Marketing
Programs are all subjects that must be
addressed to top off at 100% each
day. None of these strategies work
effectively if the hotel is lacking in
cleanliness and service.

Why say "No"!
An owner will spend thous:mds of
dollars in franchise fees, marketing,
and advertising, furnish great rooms
- yet, simple requests are denied.
NO CHECKS ACCEPTED. Why? Use
Telecheck lne. (800/835-3243).
It
costs you the same as a credit card,
uses the same verification machine
and not all guests use a credit card.

Through the Guests' Eyes
Try to look at your hotel as your
guest would. Is the hotel clean, what
about the service provided' AIe the
billboards painted and are a1l the
lights working? The same goes for the
property signs. Your entrance may be
city or county property, but its your
entrance - the first impression your
hotel makes. Mow the grass, edge the
sidewalks, pick up the daily garbage
thrown about.
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NO PETS. Why? You have rooms
designated for guests who smoke;
why nm two or three rooms for
guests with small pets? Thousands of
AARP members have pets with them
when they travel. You solicit AARP
business-keep
it all.
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Notice the parking lot, is it clean? Is it
re-striped once a year and are pOt
holes fi1led? An unkempt exterior
indicates dirty rooms to a customer.
What is your curb appeal to your
potential guest? Are the light fixtures
at the front door filled with dead
bugs? Is the entrance door handle
worn out and are the windows filled
with credit card decals? Every hotel
accepts credit cards; why advertise.
for them? You don't see the decals on
Hilton and Marriott doors .
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NO FREE LOCAL CALLS. Why? If you
want commercia! business guests,
then make it cost effective to them. It
normally costs you nothing to give
free local and 800/888 access calls.

The Clean Room
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Every guest expects a clean room. In
fact, it is a hotel owner's requirement
by st:lIe law to provide a clean room.
Guest room decor may be old or
new, contemporary
or traditional,
bright or subdued, but it must be
clean and comfortable.

(Co1Jfinued all nexl page)

A Clean Hotel Will Lead to More Business
Regardless of the number of chairs,
guests will sit on the edge of the bed,
thus requiring the turning and
flipping of mattresses on a regular
basis. Most chains require that this be
done four times a year. Also, be sure
to rotate the box springs once a year.
These simple procedures wi]]:
1. Extend the life of your bedding,

saving you mO?1EJ'.
2. Provide your guests with a more

comfortable bed which will
increase your repeat business,

making you money.
How often do you clean the carpets)
Possibly only when required by an
accident or according to your genera]
cleaning scheduie. An owner who felt
that the carpets were clean enough.
was requested to walk in guest rooms
with clean white socks. There was
visible evidence of dirt in the carpets,
validating guest complaints. In highoccupancy hotels, try to clean a room
carpet every six weeKs.

The "sanitized" paper band placed on
commodes is a waste of time and
money. That is why the most noted
chains do not require them. What
they do require is a sparkling, shining
clean commode, and that is accomplished only by using bowl cleaner
and a commode brush. Clean the
bathtub, shine the chrome, and don't
forget to check for garbage under the
bed and behind the dresser.
.
S I 0 For A Housekeeper
All chains provide instructional video
tapes and printed materials on how
to clean a guest room for housekeeping personnel. Independent
hotels
can obtain the same information from
the American Hotel Motel Association
Educational Institute at 800/752-4567.
After the training sessions have
been held, follow
lip the classes
with individual
testing.
This testing of housekeeping
training,
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money. This procedure has prove;;
extremely effective, if done on a
consistem weekly basis, in
training, employee morale and
overall cleanliness.
"1 need more business;

]

must fill the vacant
rooms." This is a reachable goal. Use this
advice, change things
around your property
- appear appealing
to your potential
customers and fill
those vacant
rooms. ~
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Interim Hospitality Consultants
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Since 1984

REASONABLY
PRICED
CHAIN ApPROVED
FEASIBILITY STUDIES

Edward L. Xanders, CHA, is President
of Interim Hospitality Consultants,
which prol.lides botel planning and
operations assistance. For more
information, call (904) 893-6010.

Temporary Hotel Management from
CHA's with 25 years experience to
assist your firm in:
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• Appraisals
Operations
• Market Analysis
• Yield Management
• Quality Assurance
• Food and Beverage ContrOlS
• Financial AnalYSIS
• Pre-Opening! Renovations
• Human Resource Training
• And Recruiting All POSItions
Edward Xanders, CHA
Southeast 850-893-6010

Midwest 423-428-6084
71773.2337@compuserve.com
http://WWW.ao.netl-shorefinterim.htm

Ten one-dollar bills
are placed on the
bed. The owner or
genera! manager
inspects the room,
picking up one dollar
for each defect
found. The inspection should follow
the instructions from
the class. Following
inspection, the
housekeeper
corrects
any problems and is
awarded the balance
of the remaining
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